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Manufacture of theatrical, studio & film lighting
Ovation light is one of the leading theatrical lighting manufacturer and supplier in China. We provide LED ellipsoidal light, LED fresnel light, LED studio panel, Cyclorama light, Art gallery light, Track light. Looking for partners all around the world!
Amazing productsGet instant quote

Trusted by
Ovation light products are trusted by world-renowned brands that you trust. Click the brand icon for project details.
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Prefessional manufacture of theatrical, studio lighting in China
Since 2013, we’ve been in stage and theatre lighting industry for over 10 years. We focus develop and manufacture the following product range:

	Theatre, studio and film lights
	Art gallery lights for muesums, events, shops, galleries
	Stage lights include moving heads, static lights
	Architecture lights


Over the years, we’ve been doing OEM, ODM or many famous stage lighting brands from Europe and USA. We know how to build a high standard product.


Get a quote
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Why makes Ovation different?
Ovation stands out from its competitors with its core competencies in technology, customization, quality, expert support, affordability, and product diversity.

Contact an expert

	Low MOQ

Companies of all sizes are welcomed. No matter small or big business, Ovation team would love to help and grow with you!


	Innovative tech

Utilize cutting-edge technology in the production of its stage lighting products, ensuring top-notch performance and reliability.


	Affordable

Competitive pricing on all products, making it an affordable option for customers looking for high-quality stage lighting.


	Quality assured

Use only the finest materials in the production of its products, ensuring durability and longevity.


	Customer service

Provide expert support and service, ensuring that customers receive the help they need to get the most out of their lighting products.


	Worry free warranty

Comprehensive warranty on its products, providing customers with peace of mind and protection for their investment.



Our Products
A collection of theatre light, studio light, art gallery light as well as stage light like moving heads, par lights, DJ lights. Whatever you need, we provide a whole solution for your application.

View all products

	
Theatre & studio
Studio and theatrical lighting fixtures with Ovation’s most advanced technology


	
Professional stage
Profesional stage lights include moving heads, par lights, led bars, strobe light


	
Architecture lights
Illuminating the architectural beauty of buildings and structures


	
DJ & party
Bring your DJ performance to life with dynamic lighting effects


	
Light control
Control your lights like a pro with a versatile lighting controller


	
Effects & accessories
Special effects and lighting related accessories



Quality control
With comprehensive equipment and processes such as supplier assessment, raw material inspection, production SOP control, aging testing, shipping testing. Our lighting products are delivered to clients with high quality and bring you value and benefit.

Contact our expert
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Supplier assessment
We have a comprehensive precess for selecting material supplier. Only work with suppliers with good reputation and reliable quality.
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In-comming inspection
Also called pre-production inspection. Product materials require check for quality as they come in from vendors.
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In-process inspection
Also called During Production Inspection. Goods are 100% inspected in production line. The idea is to monitor and find quality issues before they occur and avoid reworking.
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Aging testing
Every single product dlivered to clients will be 100% tested for at least 8 hours before packing.
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Final inspection
QC conducts measurements of the finished products to ensure they were produced according to specifications.
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Shipment testing
We will pick several items to do vibration test to simulate the real transportation environment.



Recent articles
Stay up-to-date on the latest industry trends and insights with our selection of recent articles, covering a wide range of topics and featuring expert analysis.

Read all articles

	Illuminating the Stage: A Guide to Cyclorama Lights
In the realm of stage and theatre production, lighting plays a pivotal role in creating…...
Aug 13, 2023David Chen
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	A remarkable return: Ovation attended Prolight + Sound Frankfurt 2023
Since 2019, the global pandemic put a halt to numerous events, and the Prolight +…...
May 5, 2023David Chen
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	Fresnel light: Everything you need to know
Fresnel lights are a popular type of lighting fixture used in the film, television and…...
Mar 18, 2023David Chen
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Our brands

Ovation light products are trusted by world-renowned brands. Click the link for project details.
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Distribution brands

Ovation light products are trusted by world-renowned brands. Click the link for project details.
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What did our clients say?
Our clients rave about the results they've seen from working with us, praising our dedication to their success and the impact we've had on their business.

View products

Have had these up and installed for a couple of shows now. Fans only come on when the temperature requires it, and they are pretty quiet. The only unusual thing was that by default there is a smoothing applied to...







Michael H.
Solid build and solid performance – a great mini leko/ellipsoidal. Bought one of these a few months ago to try out as I was needing something small for an accent light with adustable shutters to create a hard edge beam...







Josh
I was looking of a upgrade for my Source4 fixture to LED. The OEM unit are backorders and twice as much as this unit. The first two I purchased shipped from the US quickly. After using them on a project...







J. Miller
Impressive little leko light! It’s not a mini S4 but pretty nice for the money. Accurate color reproduction, smooth dimming and surprisingly bright for just 40w COB. Build quality is great and tolerances are tight. Basic 1 ch (dimming) dmx...







Moshin
Ovation’s products have brought a new level of professionalism to our events. The clarity, brightness, and versatility of the lights have greatly impressed our audience....







Lauren B.
The installation process was a breeze thanks to the knowledgeable team at Ovation lighting. The lights have exceeded our expectations and we couldn’t be happier with our purchase....







Adam P.






Can’t find what you are looking for?

Try contact our devoted sales team now! We will back to you within 2-3 hours.
Contact an expert
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Manufacture of studio, theatre, film lights, stage lights, entertainment DJ lights and architecture lighting products. 

Lighting experience since 2008 Beijing Olympics. And we are also lighting supplier for 2010 Shanghai EXPO, 2022 Beijing Olympic Winter Games.


Opening Hours
Hey, we are open now!	Mon - Fri
8:30 - 17:30

	Sat
8:30 - 16:30

	Sun
Closed



Website developed by David Chen with 💖


Follow us on YoutubeFollow us on FacebookFollow us on InstagramFollow us on TiktokFollow us on LinkedInFollow us on X
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Contact Us
	Company name
Guangzhou Hotion Technology Co., Ltd

	Company address
1st Floor, Building 29, Meidong Industrial Park, Huadu District, Guangzhou, China

	Contact email
info@hotion.com
	Contact phone number
+86 18925064628
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Theatrical lighting manufacturer in China. We provide LED ellipsoidal light, LED fresnel light, LED studio panel, Cyclorama light, Art gallery light, Track light
Or Call+86 18925064628

Get an instant quote
Please fill out the form to send us message, we will get back to you within 2-3 hours on business hours.
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